
Suggestions for Further Study

There are many reasons for studying Sanskrit	 from comparative linguistics to

liberation	 from poetry to philosophy	 from simple chanting to mythology� Whatever

the reason	 the next obvious step is further study of the grammar�

A personal bias needs to be declared here� my interest in Sanskrit lies in studying

the scriptures	 therefore translating from English into Sanskrit is irrelevant	 and the

building of a vocabulary detracts from the penetration of the scriptures because

of the limited worldly associations with familiar words�� Furthermore	 the range of

grammar needs to be very wide� from the full etymology of each word including

the signi�cance of each a�x� to the �gurative use in the most sublime writings�

There are a wide range of books on Sanskrit grammar available	 ranging from the

introductory level to academic tomes� the majority of these approach the subject

as they would any other foreign language	 i�e� with a view to translation	 rather

than treating the study as a means to penetrate writings which express ideas and

concepts foreign to the Western mind�set�

Despite the above quali�cations	 the general reader will �nd the �rst �ve books in

the list useful to further study of the grammar�

a� The Geeta	 The Gospel of the Lord Shri Krishna	 translated by Shri Purohit

Swami	 Faber and Faber� �� pages	 paperback�

In clear easy�to�read language	 rather than a literal translation� a delightful

book	 though expensive for its size� This translation provides a simple way of

getting the context of a verse being studied	 and is also useful in selecting a

verse of interest to study� The verses are not numbered� it is worth the e�ort

to work through the book numbering the verses in pencil	 as well as putting the

Chapter number in the top outer margin of each page�

b� The Bhagavad�Gita	 translated by Winthrop Sargeant	 SUNY� ��� pages	

paperback�

The G#$t#a is written with simple and straightforward grammar	 which	 together

with its magni�cent philosophy and wealth of practical advice	 makes it an ideal

work with which to begin� This translation is especially suited to the Sanskrit

student	 as it expresses the grammar of the text as well as giving a word�by�word

translation�
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c� Sanskrit Manual	 A Quick�reference Guide to the Phonology and Grammar

of Classical Sanskrit	 George S� Bucknell	 Motilal Banarsidass� ��� pages	

hardcover�

As the title implies	 it is a reference work containing many tables of noun

declension and verb conjugation	 with indices linking noun� and verb�endings

and verb stems to the paradigm tables� A useful tool to determine the

pr�atipadika forms of nouns	 tense etc� of verbs	 from in�ected words�

d� Teach Yourself Sanskrit	 Michael Coulson	 Hodder and Stoughton� ��� pages	

paperback�

This covers the grammar of Classical Sanskrit in some detail� Each chapter has

translation exercises into and out of Sanskrit	 with answers given at the back of

the book� As a �part�time
 student studying alone	 this is a �hard
 book because

of its style	 depth	 and large vocabulary� It is useful as a semi�reference book

when examining a particular concept in depth� the next book is a lot easier for

general study�

e� A Rapid Sanskrit Method	 George L� Hart	 Motilal Banarsidass� ��� pages	

paperback�

Divided into thirty lessons	 each introducing one or two topics	 this book gives

a broad understanding of the language without getting bogged down in details

and exceptions� Each lesson has translation exercises	 in both directions	 but

answers are not provided�

f� Laghukaumud#$ of Varadar#aja	 translated by James R� Ballantyne	 Motilal

Banarsidass� ��� pages	 hardcover or paperback�

This contains approximately one third of the s�utras of P�an� ini 
s As�t��adhy�ay��

gathered together thematically to exhaustively explain word formations in

Classical Sanskrit� the text and commentary are in devan�agar�� with English

translation� This is an exacting work and not to be tackled lightly	 but is

essential study to penetrate to the full spiritual signi�cance of words�

For further scriptural study	 the Bhagavad G#$t#a with "Sam� kara
s commentary in

translation by A�M�Sastry is published by Samata Books� the major Upanis�ads

are published with word�by�word translations of Sw#am#$ "Sarv#ananda etc�	 by Sri

Ramakrishna Math� or with "Sam� kara
s commentary by Advaita Ashrama Eight

Principal Upanis�ads	 and Chh#andogya	 by Sw#am#$ Gambh#$r#ananda� Br�had#aran�yaka

by Sw#am#$ Madhav#ananda��



Answers to Exercises

Answers� Lesson 


��B���d��� You stand and I speak� �� I stand and he speaks�

�� He stands and you speak� �� You speak and I stand�

�� I speak and you stand� �� I stand and speak�

��B���e��� tis�t�hati vad�ami ca �� vadasi tis�t�hati ca

�� tis�t�hasi vadati ca �� tis�t�h�ami vadati ca

�� vadasi tis�t�h�ami ca �� vad�ami tis�t�hasi ca

Answers� Lesson �

��B���c��� They pl�� stand and they two� speak�

�� You two� stand and we two� speak�

�� We pl�� speak and they two� stand�

�� You s�� stand and you two� speak�

�� You pl�� stand and you two� speak�

�� They two� speak and we pl�� stand�

�� He stands and they pl�� speak�

�� You s�� stand and we two� speak�

��B���d��� tis�t�h�avah� vadatha ca

�� vadathah� tis�t�hanti ca

�� tis�t�hathah� vadathah� ca

�� tis�t�hanti vad�ami ca

�� tis�t�hati vadatha ca

�� vadatah� tis�t�hati ca

�� tis�t�h�amah� vadathah� ca

�� vadatha tis�t�hasi ca
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Answers� Lesson �

��B���c��� The horse leads the man�

�� The man and horses two� are standing�

�� The horses two� lead the man to the trees pl���

�� The horse stands and the man speaks�

�� The man and the horse are leading�

�� We pl�� lead the men two� to the trees pl���

��B���d��� narah� a�svam nayate

�� a�svau naram nayete

�� nar�ah� vadanti nayante ca

�� a�svah� naram v�rks�am nayate

�� v�rks�ah� a�svah ca tis�t�hatah�

�� nar�ah� a�sv�an nayante

Answers� Lesson 

��B���d��� The horse carries the man to the tree�

�� The man goes to the tree by horse�

�� You pl�� take the trees pl�� from the horse�

�� The horse carries the tree for the man�

�� The man and the horse go from the tree�

�� He leads the horse from the tree for the man�

��B���e��� a�svena gacchati

�� a�svam nar�aya nayethe

�� v�rks��an a�svaih� vahanti

�� a�sv�an v�rks��at gacch�amah�

�� v�rks�am nar�at a�svena labh�avahe

�� a�sv�ah naram v�rks�ebhyah� vahanti
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Answers� Lesson �

��B���d��� O man	 you are standing on the horse�

�� The horses pl�� of the men pl�� are standing�

�� The man takes the tree from the horse�

�� The man
s horses pl�� are standing among the trees pl���

�� The horses two� carry the trees pl�� for the man�

�� He takes the man from the tree by horse�

�� The horse goes to the man from the tree�

�� He stands on the horse and speaks�

��B���e��� a�svayoh� tis�t�hati

�� v�rks�es�u narah� a�svah� ca tis�t�hatah�

�� narayoh� v�rks��ah� tis�t�hanti

�� narasya a�svah� naram v�rks�ebhyah� vahati

�� a�svau naram v�rks�am vahatah�

�� �he� a�sva v�rks�am nar�aya vahasi

�� narasya a�sv�an v�rks��at labhate

�� naram a�svam v�rks��at vahathah�

Answers� Lesson �

��B���c��� The girl leads the horse to the tree for fruit�

�� The horse carries the man and the girl to the tree�

�� The man
s horse takes the fruit from the girl�

�� The men two� take the fruit pl�� of the trees pl�� to the horse�

�� The girls pl�� lead the men pl�� to the fruit pl�� by horse�

�� The girls two� stand among the trees and speak�

�� I go to the trees two� and take the fruit pl���

�� The man carries the fruit two� from the tree for the girl�

�� The girls two� take the fruit pl�� from the man
s tree�

��� The girl and the man carry the tree to the horse�
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��B���d��� narah� tis�t�hati ca b�al�a vadati

�� a�svam nayethe ca phalam labhe

�� narah� b�al�a ca v�rks�es�u a�sv�abhy�am gacchatah� assume two horses��

�� naram b�al�am ca a�svam v�rks��at labh�avahe

�� narah� v�rks��an a�svena phalebhyah� gacchati

�� b�al�a phale v�rks��at a�svebhyah� labhate

�� a�svah� v�rks�am b�al�am nar�aya vahati

�� narah� a�svam phalena nayate

�� a�svah� phal�ani b�al�ah� nar�aya vahati

��� b�ale a�sve tis�t�hatah� ca phalam v�rks��at labhete

Answers� Lesson �

��B���e��� b�al�am v�rks��at narasya a�svam vah�avah�

�� narah� b�al�a ca tis�t�hatah� vadatah� ca

�� a�svah� v�rks�asya phale b�al�abhyah� labhate

�� b�al�ay�ah� a�svah� phal�ani nar�aya vahati

�� nar�ah� v�rks�asya phalam b�al�ayai labhante

�� narasya b�al�a a�sv�an v�rks��an nayate

��B���f��� We two� carry the girl from the tree to the man
s horse�

�� The man and the girl stand and talk�

�� The horse takes the tree
s fruit two� from�for the girls pl���

�� The girl
s horse carries the fruit pl�� for the man�

�� The man takes the fruit s�� of the tree for the girl�

�� The man
s girl leads the horses pl�� to the trees pl���

��B���g��� phal�ani v�rks��at a�svena vahatha

�� b�al�ay�ah� a�svau phal�ani naram labhete

�� a�svam v�rks�asya phal�ani nayethe

�� narah� v�rks�am a�sv�at b�al�ayai labhate

�� b�al�a a�svah� ca v�rks�es�u phalebhyah� gacchatah�

�� a�svah� v�rks��an narebhyah� vahanti



Answers to Exercises ���

��B���h� �P��l��a�an� vxa	a�a�t�� A��ean� va�h�T�� ��
ba�a�l��aya��H A��a�E� �P��l��a�an� na
�m�� l�Bea�te�� ��
A��am�� vxa	a�y� �P��l��a�an� nayea�Te�� ��
na
H vxa	am�� A��a�a�t�� ba�a�l��ayE� l�Ba�te�� ��
ba�a�l��� A���H c� vxa	ea�Su� �P��le �By�H gacC�t�H� "�
A���H vxa	a�an�� na
e �By�H va�h���ant�� #�

Answers� Lesson �

��B���c��� b�al�a agnim sundar�at nar�at gacchati

�� narah� alpam v�rks�am b�al�am agnaye �s��ghram labhate

�� sundar�� b�al�a alpam a�svam nad��m nayate

�� narau sundar�an� i phal�ani alp�at v�rks��at labhete

�� guravah� alpam sundaram a�svam nadyau nayante

�� alpah� v�rks�ah� sundare agnau tis�t�hati

��B���d��� The girl goes to the �re from the handsome man�

�� The man quickly takes the small tree to the girl for �re�

�� The beautiful girl leads the small horse to the river�

�� The men two� take the beautiful fruit from the small tree�

�� The teachers pl�� lead the small beautiful horse to the rivers two��

�� The small tree stands in the beautiful �re�

��B���e��� narasya guruh� nad��m a�svena gacchati

�� b�al�a alpam phalam narasya gurum vahati

�� b�al�ay�ah� guruh� alp�ay�am nady�am tis�t�hati

�� guroh� b�al�a sundare a�sve tis�t�hati

�� sundar�� b�al�a naram alpam gurum �s��ghram nayate

�� guruh� alpasya v�rks�asya sundares�u phales�u tis�t�hati
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��B���f� na
��y� gua�H na�d� �am�� A��ean� gacC�a�t�� ��
ba�a�l��� A��pam�� �P��l�m�� na
��y� gua���m�� va�h�a�t�� ��
ba�a�l��aya��H gua�H A��pa�aya�am�� na!�am�� �a�ta���a�t�� ��
gua
�e�H ba�a�l��� suand�
e A��e� �a�ta���a�t�� ��
suand�
� �� ba�a�l��� na
�m�� A��pam�� gua���m�� �Z�a�aGram�� naya�te�� "�
gua�H A��pa�y� vxa	a�y� suand�
e �Su� �P��le ��Su� �a�ta���a�t�� #�

Answers� Lesson �

��B���c��� narah� phal�ani labhate iti b�ale vadatah�

�� he guro b�ale nayase iti alpah� narah� vadati

�� a�svah� v�rks�asya phal�ani b�al�ayai vahati

�� phalam v�rks��ay�at a�svena nar�aya vahatah�

�� v�rks�am alpau agn�� a�svaih� �s��ghram vah�ami

�� nad�� alpam v�rks�am sundar��m b�al�am vahati

��B���d��� �The man is taking the fruit pl��	� the girls two� say�

�� �O teacher	 you are leading the two� girls	� the small man says�

�� The horse carries the fruit pl�� of the tree for the girl�

�� They two� carry the fruit s�� from the tree by horse for the man�

�� I quickly carry the tree to the small �res two� by horse pl���

�� The river carries the small tree to the beautiful girl�

��B���e��� phal�ani a�svam labhe iti b�al�a gurum vadati

�� v�rks�am nad��m vah�ami iti narah� b�al�am vadati

�� b�al�ay�ah� phale naram �s��ghram labhadhve

�� phal�ani b�al�ay�ah� v�rks��at labh�avahe

�� narah� b�al�a ca sundaram gurum nady�a gacchatah�

�� sundar�� b�al�a a�svam alp�an v�rks��an phalebhyah� nayate



Answers to Exercises ���

��B���f� �P��l��a�an� A��am�� l�Be� I�a�t� ba�a�l��� gua���m�� va�d�a�t�� ��
vxa	am�� na�d� �am�� va�h�a�,am� I�a�t� na
H ba�a�l��am�� va�d�a�t�� ��
ba�a�l��aya��H �P��le na
�m�� �Z�a�aGram�� l�BaDve�� ��
�P��l��a�an� ba�a�l��aya��H vxa	a�a�t�� l�Ba�a�va�he � ��
na
H ba�a�l��� c� suand�
�m�� gua���m�� na!�� gacC�t�H� "�
suand�
� �� ba�a�l��� A��am�� A��pa�an�� vxa	a�an�� �P��le �By�H naya�te�� #�

Answers� Lesson 
�

�� v�ya/an� ��� �de �v�ya�anand
�� sa�tya�anand ��� ��a�va�SN� A�a�y�
�� sa�aDv�a�a�Z� ��� �pa
�ma�a�tman��
�� k��tRXak��a
 ��� nea�a�t�
�� A�0Ea�v� ��� ��a�pa0a�anand
�� Bva�a��a�d ��� �pa�a�vakH
�� A�anandE �ta�d� ��� maDva�aca�ayR�
�� k��p�a�and1 ��� ma�he �nd1
�� ma�h��a�SR� or ma�h����a�S� ��� k��0a�Ranand

��� �h�
e Y�T� ��� ke ��yam��
��� �Za�antyamxa�tam�� ��� nEa�v�
��� na�d� �a�Z� ��� � a�Za�va�Ea�d�nam��
��� ma�he ��a
 ��� gua�veRak��tvam��
��� ma�ayEa�v� ��� �pa
�mea�a

��� �h��te�Y����a�t� ��� �pra�tyeak��m��
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Answers� Lesson 



�� na
�a�va��pM� vxa	ama�����agnama�a�a}�h�t�H
The men two� carry the small tree to the �re from the horse�

�� ba�a�l��a�M� na
M c� vxa	a�a�~�Ba�te�
The girl takes the horse and the man from the tree�

�� �P��l��anya�M� va�h�t�a�a�a�t� gua���ba�Ra�l��� va�d�a�t�
�I carry the fruit pl�� to the horse	� the teacher says to the girls pl���

�� gua> A��pM� na
M vxa	a�aya�acC� �aGrM� gacC�t�H see ���A���b�

The teachers two� go quickly to the small man from the tree�

�� na
�e� vxa	ama�����agnM� ba�a�l��aya�� A��ean� va�h�a�t�
The man carries the tree to the �re for the girl by horse�

�� ba�a�l��a�ama��pa�M� na�d� �M� vxa	a�a�aya�te�
The girl leads the horse to the small river from the tree�

�� na
�e� vxa	a�anP��le �Bya�e�Y�ean� gacC�a�t�
The man goes to the trees pl�� for fruit pl�� by horse�

�� gua���
�����agnM� na
�a�@�cC�t�a�a�tya��pa�� ba�a�l��� va�d�a�t�
�The teacher is going to the �re from the man	� the small girl says�

�� ba�a�l��a��pa�e�Y�a3a�a�����agnM� na
�a�@�cC�t�H
The girl and the small horse go to the �re from the man�

��� A��peaBy�H �P��le �By�H suand�
e �Su� vxa	ea�Su� gacC�a�v�H no sandhi�

We two� are going among the beautiful trees for small fruit pl���

Answers� Lesson 
�

The words are given in the form found in the dictionary�

�� A�a�tman�� ���a �� b�1a���n�� ���c ��� �pua���S� ���a

�� Hetu ����c �� gua� ���b ��� Manas ���c

�� ya�eag� ���b ��� Rajas ���b ��� �Za
� �a
 ����c

�� Pra�k�riti ���a ��� Citta ���c ��� Bhakti ���a

�� J�n�ana ���a ��� ����a�S� ���c ��� A�nant� ��a

�� �A�nanda ���c ��� ��a�va�SNu� ���a ��� kx ��SN� ���b

�� Vy��akaran� a ����c ��� h�ridaya ����c or K�rishn� a ���a
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Answers� Lesson 
�

�� A�nvay� �vyatireka ��b ��� Mano �bhava ��s�asana ���b

�� l�Gu� �sattva �t�a ���b ��� Vi�veka ���c

�� Vi�v�aha �k�ala ���b ��� Sam� �yoga ����b

�� Sam� �sk�rita ����c ��� Dhy�ana �yoga ���a

�� k��5a�l �yuga ���a ��� Adhy��aropa ��b

�� M�ud�ha ���b ��� �Sraddh�at�ri ����c

�� Sam� �gama �man� i ����c ��� Hiran�ya �garbha ����c

�� Kshatriya �dharma ���b ��� �pUa�vR� �paksha �p�ada ���c

�� ba�a�l �r�upa �dhr� ik ���b ��� Mleccha �j�ati ���c

��� Bhagavad �g��t�a ���a ��� A�g�rih��ta ����a

Answers� Lesson 


�� mw��c A�Bay� a�bhaya	 mf#a�n� � � � n� absence or removal of fear�

mw�a A ��a � � � having a negative or privative or contrary sense

mw���a Bay� bhaya n�
p
bh��� fear	 alarm	 dread � � �

mw���a B�a�� ��bh��	 cl��� P� � � � to fear	 be afraid of � � �

�� mw���a P�urn� a	 mfn� � � � n� fulness	 plenty	 abundance

mw���a �pUa
 p�ura	 
p
pr���	 Caus�� � � �

mw���a �pX� pr���	 cl��� P� � � � to �ll � � � to sate	 cherish	 nourish � � �

�� mw���b Praty��ah�ara m� drawing back � � � abstraction

mw���b �praya�a�` praty��a�
p
hr� i P� �harati to withdraw

mw���c Praty	 in comp� before vowels for prati above

mw���b �pra�a�t� ��prati	 ind� as a pre�x � � � towards	 back � � �

mw���a A�� ���a as a pre�x � � � near	 near to	 towards � � �

mw����a �` ��hr�i	 cl��� P�#A� � � � harati � � � to take	 bear	 carry�

Note� It is not the second dh�atu �` because of its meaning in translation�

this is con�rmed by the conjugational form harati given at ���b�
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�� mw�c A�c�apalya	 am	 n� freedom from unsteadiness�

mw�a A ��a � � � having a negative or privative or contrary sense�

mw���a C�apalya	 n� � � � agitation	 unsteadiness	 �ckleness

mw���a ca�a�pa�l c�apala	 n� from capo� mobility � � � unsteadiness�

mw���b ca�pa�l capala	 mf#a�n� 
p
kamp � � � � shaking	 trembling

mw���b k��7p�� kamp	 cl��� #A� � � � to tremble	 shake

�� mw���b Citra�karman � � � orma�vid	 mfn� skilled in the art of

painting � � �

Note� See ���B�� on page ��� � � � if the pr�atipadika ends in �an	

then the n is dropped � � �

mw���b Citra�karman n� any extraordinary act � � � painting � � �

mw���a Citra	 mf#a�n� conspicuous	 excellent	 distinguished � � �

mw���b �aca�t�� ��cit	 cl��� � � � to perceive	 �x the mind upon	 attend to � � �

mw���b k��mRan�� karman	 a	 n� � � �
p
kr� i � � � act	 action	 performance � � �

mw���c kx ��kr� i � � � cl���P� � � � to do	 make	 perform	 accomplish � � �

Note� It is not the second dh�atu kx on ���a because its meaning given

in translation is not appropriate to that given for karman�

mw���c ��Vid	 mfn� knowing	 understanding	 a knower

mw���b ��a�va�d� ��vid	 cl��� P� � � � to know	 understand	 perceive	 learn � � �

Note� This has a more appropriate meaning than ��Vid on page ���a	

or its dh�atu ��a�va�d� ��vid on ���c�

�� mw���b Naati � � � �m�anin � � � oni�t�a	 f�	 Bhag��

Naati � � � �m�anin	 mfn� not too proud or arrogant�

Naati for na� ati � � � �	 not very much	 not too�

mw���a n� ��na ind� not	 no	 nor	 neither � � �

mw��b Ati � � � pre�x � � � excessive	 extraordinary	 intense	 too � � �

mw���b ma�a�anak m�anika	 m�anita	 ����m�anin� See p ���	 cols� � and ��

mw���b M�ani �t�a f� ifc�� fancying that one possesses	 imaginary � � �

M�ani	 in comp� for ��m�anin�

mw���c ��M�anin mfn fr�
p
man or fr� ��m�ana� � � � haughty	 proud � � �

mw���a ma�an� ��m�ana	 m� 
p
man� opinion � � � self�conceit	 pride � � �

mw���a man�� man	 cl����� #A� � � � to think	 believe	 imagine�



Answers to Exercises ���

Answers� Lesson 
�

mw���b A�h�m�� nom� sg� �I
�

mw���b O��v� ind� just so	 indeed	 truly	 really�

mw�b A�	ay� a�kshaya mf#a�n� exempt from decay	 undecaying�

mw�a A ��a � � � having a negative or privative or contrary sense�

mw���a ��kshaya m� loss	 waste	 wane	 dimunition	 destruction	 decay�

mw���a
p �5a	� ��kshi cl��� P� to destroy	 corrupt	 ruin	 kill	 injure�

Dh�P� �5a	� Bva��2 �p�2 A2 " �� �5a	� 	aye��
mw���a k��a�l ��k�ala m� 

p
��kal to calculate or enumerate� � � � time in general��

mw���a
pk��l� ��kal � � � P� rarely #A� � � � to impel	 incite	 urge on � � �

Note� Of the four entries for k��l 	 the �rst may be eliminated because it is

�atmane�pada	 and for the others the artha must be examined� The last is selected

as being most suited to the dh�atu meaning given in the original word k��a�l �

Dh�P� k��l cu�2 �p�2 se�2 �� �� k��l 	ea�pe��
Dh�P� k��l cu�2 o2 se�2 �" �� k��l A�a�va�a�d�ne��
Dh�P� k��l cu�2 o2 se�2 �{ �� k��l ga�ta�E� sa��ane� c��
mw���a Kshepe m� a throw	 cast � � � moving to and fro	 sending	 dismissing � � �

delay	 procrastination � � � insult	 invective	 abuse�

mw���a �A�sv�adana n� the act of eating	 tasting	 enjoying�

mw���a Gati f� going	 moving	 gait � � � movement in general�

mw����b Sam� �khy�ana n� becoming seen	 appearance	 reckoning	 enumeration	

calculation � � � measurement�

mw���a Dh�at�ri m� establisher	 founder	 creator	 bearer	 supporter	 arranger�

mw���b
p Da�� ��dh�a cl��� P�#A� to put	 place	 set � � � direct or �x the mind or attention

upon � � � appoint	 establish	 constitute� to make	 produce	 generate	 create	 cause�

Dh�P� �qu �Da�aV�� �ju�2 o2 A2 �# �� qu �Da�aV�� Da�a
�Na�pa�ea�Sa�Naya�e�H�
mw���a Dh�aran� a mf#$�n� holding	 bearing	 keeping	 preserving	 maintaining � � �

n� the act of holding	 bearing � � � immovable concentration of the mind upon�

mw���b �pa�ea�S� �n�a mfn� nourishing� n� the act of nourishing	 keeping	 supporting�

mw���c Vi�sva�to�mukha in comp� for vi�sva�tas	 mfn� facing all sides	 one whose

face is turned everywhere�

mw���c Vi�sva�tas ind� from or on all sides	 everywhere	 all round	 universally � � �

mw���b ��a�va�� mf#a�n� probably from
p

��vi�s to pervade� all	 every	 everyone� whole	

entire	 universal	 all�pervading	 all�containing	 omni�present�

mw���a
p ��a�va�Z�� ��vi�s cl��� P� to enter	 pervade	 to be absorbed in � � �

Dh�P� ��a�va�Z� tu�2 �p�2 A2 �# �� ��a�va�Z� �pra�vea�Zane��
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mw���c Pra�ve�sa�na n� entering	 entrance or penetration into � � �

mw���c mua�K� mukha n� the mouth	 face	 countenance � � � opening	 aperture	

entrance into or egress out of�

Re�ections� In the West	 time is viewed linearly	 as beginning in some remote past

and continuing to some unimaginable future� in the East	 however	 time is viewed

cyclically� the cycle of day and night	 the phases of the moon	 the rotation of the

seasons	 the cycle of birth and death	 and so on up to cycles lasting billions of years�

That Time is indestructible is simply an acknowledgement of the fact that these

cycles keep on tirelessly repeating�

In daily life	 time is viewed as a subdivision of some convenient cycle e�g� time of

day�	 or as a multiple of cycles e�g� years�� this is the measurement or reckoning

aspect� Time is inextricably linked with movement� if there was no movement there

would be no time	 for time is a measure of the change of position or state relative

to some more durable �constant
�

In one sense time can be viewed as an e�ect of movement	 as a measure of the

movement� in another sense time can be viewed as the cause of movement	 as the

underlying constant	 relative to which movement takes place� In the light of the

Vedic teaching	 the latter view would be more appropriate� thus here K�rs�n� a

represents the Absolute Unmoving Consciousness within which all movement takes

place�

In the second half of the line	 �Providence
 may be a better word to use than

�Dispenser
� the latter has a sense of purposive action i�e� seeking a result�	 whilst

the former is more an impersonal principle� This is more in keeping with the artha

of the dh�atu as �nourishing	 supporting
	 rather than the active role of �creator	

arranger
 given for dh�at�r	 and more appropriate to the universal aspect implicit

in vi�svatomukha� The all�pervading Consciousness thus provides the space	

intelligence	 and food for all beings� indeed It provides for their total sustenance

and nourishment	 even their very existence�

Taking mukha in the sense of �mouth
	 it represents a two�way opening through

which food enters	 and speech exits� taking it in the sense of �face
	 it may be

interpreted as symbolizing all senses� Thus sarvatomukha could be viewed as the

sum total of all senses	 both active and receptive	 through which all creation is

nourished and through which Consciousness Itself is nourished�

Or again	 sarvatomukha could refer to Consciousness as the Witness	 and dh�at�r

to the manifest appearance of that Consciousness�



English Grammatical Terms

On the assumption that the reader can speak correct English but is unfamiliar with

formal grammar� the technical terms will not be strictly de�ned but brie�y described and

followed by illustrative examples where appropriate� These terms are gathered together

thematically under three headings�Sentence Elements� Parts of Speech� and Finite Verb

Forms�and then followed by an alphabetical list of other common terms that do not �t

under these headings�

NB	 These notes are about English Grammar� the grammar of Sanskrit is rather

di�erent�do not confuse the two� The purpose of these notes is to brie�y illustrate

the technical terms and concepts of English grammar� which may be used to demonstrate

similar or contrasting concepts in Sanskrit grammar�


� Sentence Elements

A sentence comprises one or more of �ve elements� each of which may comprise one or

more words�

�a� Subject	 �S� in English grammar this is considered the main element or focus of the

sentence� and the rest of the sentence �the predicate� is considered to be a statement

about the subject� It expresses the agent of an active verb� For example�

Jack and Jill �S� went up the hill �predicate��

�b�Verb	 �V� this expresses the activity of the sentence� it agrees with the subject in

person and number� It is the most essential word� and every grammatically complete

sentence must have one explicitly stated� even the subject may be implied� as in the

command �Run��� For example� The children �S� are playing �V��

�c� Object	 There are two types�

�i� Direct Object	 �Od� expresses that which is directly acted upon by the verb�

�ii� Indirect Object	 �Oi� is the recipient or bene�ciary of the activity�

She �S� gave �V� the food �Od� to the dog �Oi��

He �S� built �V� the dog �Oi� a kennel �Od��

�d�Complement	 This completes the sense expressed by the verb� There are two types�

�i� Subject Complement	 �Cs� used with intransitive verbs� or transitive verbs in

the passive voice� expressing an attribute of the subject�

�ii� Object Complement	 �Co� used with transitive verbs in the active voice and

expressing an attribute of the direct object of the sentence�

Love �S� is �V� blind �Cs�� The judge �S� set �V� the prisoner �Od� free �Co��

He �S� became �V� a doctor �Cs�� They �S� elected �V� him �Od� chairman �Co��

�e� Adverbial	 �A� these express a wide range of meaning �time� place� manner� etc��

related to the activity of the sentence as a whole� Unlike the other elements� there

may be several of these in one simple sentence�

Again �A� it �S� rained �V� steadily �A� all day �A��
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�� Parts of Speech

There are nine types of word called Parts of Speech� These are�

�a� Noun	 used to name a person or thing� There are two types�

�i� Proper nouns name a person� place� etc�� and are usually written with an initial

capital letter� John and Mary went to London on Tuesday�

�ii� Common nouns name general things� both concrete and abstract�

The love of money is the root of all evil�

�b�Pronoun	 used instead of a noun to designate a person or thing without naming it�

He kissed her when they met� she enjoyed it�

Note� nouns and pronouns are categorized according to number� gender and case�

�c� Adjective	 quali�es a noun or pronoun�

The happy dog wagged its long tail at the familiar �gure�

�d�Article	 a name for the three adjectives �a�� �an�� �the��

A boy gave an apple to the teacher�

�e� Preposition	 �governs� a following noun or pronoun� expressing its relation to another

noun or pronoun or to the verb�

As the sun rose in the East� the girl stepped from the house into the garden�

�f� Conjunction	 connects one word or phrase or sentence� with another�

Jack and Jill wanted to go� but were detained�

�g� Interjection	 an exclamation expressing emotion� Alas� Oh� Ah� Ahoy �

�h�Adverb	 quali�es a verb or adjective or another adverb�

The very tall man spoke quite softly�

�i� Verb	 expresses the activity of the sentence�

He built a house� They dig a hole� She was here�

�� Finite Verb Forms

The activity of the sentence is expressed by the verb� There are three types� transitive�

intransitive� and auxiliary�

�a� A verb taking an object is called transitive �the �energy� of the activity is transferred

to the object� as it were�� and one that doesn�t is called intransitive� Verbs are

typically one or the other� but may often be used either way�

He beat the drum� I live� The children are playing �a game��

�b� The main verb may be accompanied by one or more auxiliary verbs used to express

tense or mood�

I had slept� I will sleep� I must have been sleeping�

�c� The verb is the dynamic part of the sentence� animating the relatively static nouns

etc� As such it is the most �exible of the parts and appears in a wide variety of forms

to express its manifold potential� Among these are�
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�i� Person	 the verb form indicating the grammatical person ��rst� second� third� of

the subject of the sentence�

I am here� You are there� He is everywhere�

�ii� Number	 the verb form indicating the grammatical number �singular� plural� of

the subject of the sentence�

He stands here� They stand there�

Note� the verb agrees with the grammatical subject in person and number�

�iii�Tense	 the verb form indicating various times �past� present� future� at which

the action is perceived as taking place�

He stood� He stands� He will stand�

�iv�Aspect	 the verb form expressing the activity as�

�a� Inde
nite	 the degree of completeness of the action is not speci�ed�

�b� Continuous	 the action is not yet complete but still continuing�

�c� Perfect	 the action is in a completed or perfect state�

�d� Perfect Continuous	 combining the force of the previous two�

These four are shown in order� in the past� present� and future respectively�

He stood� He was standing� He had stood� He had been standing�

He stands� He is standing� He has stood� He has been standing�

He will stand� He will be standing� He will have stood� He will have been standing�

�v� Mood	 the verb form indicating an �emotional� quality or manner of the activity�

There are three basic moods�

�a� Indicative	 asserts a statement as a fact� it may also express a condition or

question� He stands� If he stands � � � Did he stand �

�b� Imperative	 expresses a command� advice� or entreaty�

Go � Follow the instruction of your teacher� Help me�

�c� Subjunctive	 expresses an action� not as a fact� but as a condition� desire�

or purpose� Were he here � � � May you live long� He eats that he may live�

�vi�Voice	 the verb form indicating the relation of the subject to the activity as�

�a� Active	 e�g� He opened the door�

�b� Passive	 e�g� The door was opened by him�

Continued overleaf
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� More Grammatical Terms

A�x � a verbal element joined to a word

to form a new word� for example� heroine�

unhappy� See Pre�x� Su�x�

Agent � one who instigates or causes or

performs the activity of the verb� the role

of the semantic subject of the sentence�

Agreement � see Concord

Apposition � a noun or pronoun is in

apposition with another when it refers

to the same person or thing and is

mentioned immediately after it �often o�set

by commas� to identify or describe it� E�g��

John� my neighbour� called to see me� I

spoke to my neighbour� John�

Case � one of the forms of a noun or

pronoun� which expresses its relation to

some other word� and �loosely� the relation

itself� English uses two cases� the unmarked

common case� and the genitive case� For

just six pronouns the common case is

split into subjective and objective� I�me�

we�us� he�him� she�her� they�them� and

who�whom�

Clause � a combination of words having a

subject �stated or implied� and a predicate�

See also Compound and Complex Sentence�

Complex Sentence � a construction

having more than one clause� one being the

main clause and the other�s� subordinate

clause�s� which form sentence element�s� of

the main clause� E�g�� Show �S� me �Oi�

�what �Od� you �S� did �V���Od�� Compare

with Compound Sentence�

Compound Sentence � a construction

having more than one clause which are

coordinate� i�e� two or more simple sentences

linked together with conjunction�s� to form

one larger complex sentence� E�g��

John rang the bell� I opened the door�

I opened the door when John rang the bell�

Compare with Complex Sentence�

Concord � the agreement between words

in case� number� gender� and person� and in

particular between the grammatical subject

and the verb� E�g�� The window is open�

The windows are open� ���c�ii�

Conjugation � the change of form of verbs

to express tense� mood� etc� ���

Declension � the change of form of

nouns and pronouns to express di�erent

grammatical relations� See Case�

Etymology � the facts relating to the

formation and derivation of words� the

expounding of the elements of a word with

their modi�cations of form and sense�

Exclamation � See Interjection ���g��

Finite Verb � expresses the activity of a

clause or sentence� ���b� ��i� ��

Gender � in English� nouns and pronouns

express natural �as opposed to grammatical�

gender� i�e� the masculine gender denotes

a male� feminine denotes a female� neuter

denotes neither sex� and common denotes

either or both� Examples of this last are� I�

doctor� committee�

Genitive � a grammatical form of a noun or

pronoun� expressing its relation to another

word as source� possessor� etc�� The form

usually manifests with an �apostrophe�s��

e�g� the book�s author� the author�s book�

It may generally be rephrased with the

preposition �of�� e�g� the author of the book�

the book of the author�

Gerund � a non��nite verb form that

functions as a noun� It usually ends in ��ing��

E�g�� Writing a textbook is more di�cult

than teaching orally�
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Grammar � the rules describing the best

use of language� The two primary areas of

study are morphology and syntax�

In
nitive � A non��nite verb form that

functions as a noun or adjective or adverb�

it names the activity in the most general

sense� It is usually preceded by �to�� E�g��

he likes to read� You need not read this� He

considered the matter to have been settled�

In�ection � the change of word form

to express di�erent grammatical relations�

including the declension of nouns and

pronouns� the conjugation of verbs� and the

comparison of adjectives and adverbs�

Morphology � the study of word structure�

primarily a�xes and in�ection� English

makes little use of this to express grammat�

ical meaning�

Non�
nite Verb � A verb which has been

turned into another Part of Speech� it may

express aspect and voice� See Gerund�

In�nitive� Participle�

Number � the property in words of

expressing that one �singular�� or more

than one �plural� person or thing is spoken

of�

Participle � a non��nite verb form that

functions as an adjective� It participates in

the nature of a verb expressing aspect and

voice� and may take take an object� and in

the nature of an adjective in qualifying a

noun� E�g�� Having heard this he went away�

Person � The three classes of pronouns

and corresponding verb forms denoting the

person speaking ��rst person�� the audience

addressed �second person�� and the rest of

the world �third person�� ���b� ��c�i�

Phonetics � the science of vocal sounds �es�

pecially of a particular language� that deals

with their production and representation�

Phrase � a group of words which operate

together as an element of a sentence�

E�g� �turning left� �participial phrase�� �on

a hill� �adverbial phrase�� �because of�

�prepositional phrase��

Pre
x � a verbal element joined to the

beginning of a word to qualify its meaning�

e�g� impossible� antiseptic� hypersensitive�

Re�exive � describes transitive verbs

where the subject and direct object refer to

the same thing or person� also pronouns so

used �usually ending in ��self��� E�g� He saw

himself in the mirror�

Semantic � relating to signi�cance or

meaning� For example� with a passive

verb� the grammatical subject expresses the

semantic object�

Sentence � a combination of words forming

at least one clause� It is meaningful by itself�

See also Complex Sentence�

Simple Sentence � a series of words

in connected speech or writing� forming

the grammatically complete expression of

a single thought� A combination of words

forming only one clause� See also Complex

Sentence�

Su�x � a verbal element joined to the end

of a word to form a new word� e�g� shortly�

faultless� friendship� careful�

Syntax � the study of sentence structure�

primarily the conventions of arrangement

by which the connection and relationship of

words are shown�

Verb � See Finite Verb and Non��nite Verb�

Word � a minimal element of speech having

meaning as such� By itself it expresses a

universal concept� in a sentence it denotes a

speci�c thing� attribute� relation� etc�
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